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Discrete Ham Sandwich Theorems 
JOEL SPENCER 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The "Ham Sandwich" Theorem in elementary topology states that given k sets 
St. ... , Sk in Euclidean k-space Rk, there exists a hyperplane which splits all k sets 
precisely in half. In recent years a number of authors have explored discrete analogues 
to this result. Given k finite sets St. ... , Sk to what extent is it possible to partition their 
union into two parts R and B (we think of Red and Blue) so that the sets are split nearly 
in half. Given a set S and a partition R, B we calli IS n R l-IS n Bll the discrepancy of 
S, written disc(S). There are a variety of measures for the splitting of a partition. For 
most of this paper we measure a partition by the "Euclidean" metric L~=l disc(S;)2• The 
measure max disc1,.;,.dS1) is discussed in Section 4 and L~=1disc(SJ" for arbitrary positive 
a is discussed in Section 6. 
The reader may naturally wonder why we haven't added a second parameter-the 
total number of points- to our problem. The reason is that if the number of elements 
becomes too large then simple reductions may be made. For the simplest argument, 
suppose there are more than 2k points. In that case some two points are in exactly the 
same sets. By placing one point in R and the other in B they completely balance each 
other out. Olson and Spencer [3] have shown that if there are more than k log k points, 
then some subset of the points may be placed in R and B so that they completely 
balance. In fact, using a method of Beck and Fiala [2] we will reduce the number of 
points to k-though at the price of altering somewhat the original problems. 
Let f(k) denote the minimal integer such that given any k finite sets S1, ... , Sk there 
exists a partition R, B of their union such that 
k 
L disc(S;)2 ,;;f(k). 
i=l 
Our main result is asymptotic in k. 
THEOREM 1. f(k)=e/4(1+o(1)) 
The use of the incidence matrix allows us to rephrase our questions in more geometric 
terms. To a family St. ... , Sk of finite sets, say subsets of [m ], we associate the k x m 
incidence matrix A = (a 1i) where a1i = 1 if j E S1 and a1i = 0 otherwise. Let Ct. ... , Cm denote 
the column vectors of this matrix. To our partition R, B of [m] we associate e1, ... , em= 
± 1 where e; = 1 if i E R and e; = -1 if i E B. Let en denote the set of points in R nwith 
all coordinates zero or one. (That is, en is the vertices of the n-cube.) Then f(k) may 
be regarded as the minimal integer such that given any finite collection Ct. ... , Cm E ek 
there exist et. ... , em= ±1 so that 
We conclude our introduction with a geometric proof of a weakened version of 
Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Let St. ... 'sk s;; [k]. Then there exists a partition of [k] so that 
L 
k 
disc(S;)2:;;; e. 
i~1 
PROOF. Let Ct, . .. 'Ck E ck. Choose C1 =+1 arbitrarily. Having chosen et, ... ' Cj-1 
set P;-1 = s1c1 + · · · + e;-1Ci-1· Now choose e; so that s;C; lies at an acute or right angle 
to the partial sum P;-1• Then 
Since alllcd2:;;; k (the only fact we use about the c;), IP;/2:;;; ik by induction and 1Pkl2 s k 2 
as desired. 
2. THE UPPER BOUND 
We begin with a result on balancing of vectors in Rn. 
THEOREM 3. Let Ut. ... , Um ERn, lud:;;; 1. Then there exist Et. ... , Em= ±1 such that 
112I.£ e;u;l ,;;;n . ·~1 
112We note that when m = n and Ut. ... , Un form an orthonormal basis, the value n 
cannot be improved. Theorem 3 is a simple consequence of the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let Ut, ... , Um ERn. Then there exist at. ... , am with all lad:;;; 1 anda;=±1 
for all but at most n i's such that 
m 
L a;u;=O. 
i~1 
LEMMA 5. Let u1, ... , Un ERn, iud:;;; 1 and let a 1, ... , an be real numbers of absolute 
value at most 1. Then there exist Et. ... , En= ±1 so that 
112II e;U;- I a;u;l:;;; n • i~1 i~1 
The proof of Lemma 4 is geometric. Let H be the set of (at. ... , am) satisfying(*). 
We use only that His a subspace of codimension at most n. LetS be the set of (at, . .. , am) 
such that lad:;;; 1, all i and a;=+1 for all but at most n of the coordinates. S is the 
n-dimensional skeleton of them-cube [-1, +1r. It is clear geometrically that a subspace 
of codimension n cannot avoid an n -dimensional skeleton and thus S n H ¥- 0. 
Since geometric intuition is notoriously unreliable we indicate a more formal proof. 
Let Sr be the !-dimensional skeleton of them-cube (i.e. lad< 1 for at most t coordinates). 
We show Sr n H ¥- 0 for n :;;; t s m by reverse induction. Note (0, ... , 0) E Sm n H. 
Assume Sr n H ¥- 0 with t > n and reorder coordinates for convenience so that 
(at. ... , ar. er+t. ... , em) E H where Ia; I:;;; 1 and e; = ±1. By linear algebra there exists 
(f3t. ... , f3r. 0, ... , 0) E H with not all {3; = 0. Let s be the real number with minimal 
absolute value such that some Ia; + sf3d = 1. Then 
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The proof of Lemma 5 is probabilistic. Let ii; =(ail, . .. , a;n). Let E;, 1,;;;; i,;;;; n be 
independent random variables with 
Prob[E; = +1] = (1 +a;)/2, Prob[E; = -1] = (1- a;)/2 
so that E; has expected value a; and variance 1-af. The vector-valued random variable 
E1u1+ · · · + EnUn has expected value a 1u1+ · · · + anUn. The expected square distance from 
its expected value is essentially a variance. Let a1u1 + · · · + anun = b = (b1, ... , bn). For 
each coordinate j, 1 ,;;;; j ,;;;; n, 
Thus, 
n 
= L Var[E;a;J (by the independence) 
i=1 
Summing over all coordinates, 
n n 
= L L a~(1-od)
i=l i=1 
=I lu;l 2(1-a~):s;;n 2 
i=1 
since all Iu; 12 ,;;;; n and 1 -a~ ,;;;; 1. Therefore some specific e t. ... , en exist such that 
2 2 
.I e;U;-.I a;u;l :s;;E(I.£ E;U;-.I a;u;l ):s;;n 2 
•=1 •=1 •=1 •=1 
as desired. 
'Let Ct. ... , Cm ERn, led,;;;; n 112. Normalizing, Theorem 3 gives the existence of 
e1, ... Em= ±1 so that II;:1e;c;l,;;;; n. We restate in our combinatorial form. 
COROLLARY 6. f(k),;;;; e. That is, given any finite sets St. ... 'sk there exists a partition 
R, B of their union so that 
k 
L disc(S;)2 ,;;;; k 2 • 
i=1 
To refine Corollary 6 we use a more careful distribution on theE; of Lemma 5. Our basic 
ideas are indicated by the next result. 
THEOREM 7. Let St. ... ' sk s;;{1, ... ' k}, k even. Then there exists a partition of 
{1, ... , k} so that 
k 
L disc(S;)2 :s;; k 3 /4(k -1).
i=1 
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PROOF. Let Ct. ... , ck be the column vectors of the incidence matrix. We define a joint 
distribution on Et. ... , Ek by selecting, uniformly, precisely half of the E; = + 1 and the 
remaining half of theE;= -1. 
LEMMA 8. For al/ S c {1, ... , k }. 
PROOF. By symmetry we may assumeS= {1, ... , t}. A calculation gives that 
E[Ct E;fJ =t-t(t-1)/(k-1) 
which is maximized at t = k/2 with value e /4(k -1). 
To complete Theorem 7, 
E[l.f: Eiii2J=E[.I (.L Ei)2]
J=1 1=1 JES; 
2 
= ;~1 E[ C~s, Ei) ] 
:;;;;; k 3 /4(k -1) 
so that particular Et. ... , En with the desired property exist. 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. Given arbitrarily small a > 0, the following holds for n sufficiently large. Let 
0:;;;;; Pt. ... , Pn:;;;;; 1 be arbitrary. Then there exists a joint distribution Et. ... , En such that 
E; = ±1 always, Prob[E; = + 1] = P; and so that, for any S s {1, ... , n}, 
Var[.L E;J:;;;;; (n/4)(1 +a). 
IES 
The proof, which is somewhat technical, is given in Section 5. 
LEMMA 10. Let Ct, ... 'Cn E en, -1:;;;;; ah ... 'an:;;;;;+1. Then there exist E1, ... ' En= 
±1 so that 
where n is sufficiently large so that Lemma 9 holds. 
PROOF. Select Et. ... , En with joint distribution given by Lemma 9 with a; = 1- 2P;. 
Then 
E[ l.f: E;C;- .f: a;c;I 2 J= E[ .f: [.L (E; -a;)] 2], 
•=1 •=1 J=1 IES; 
where Si is the set of i such that the jth coordinate of c; is+1. Since E; has expected value a; 
this equals 
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Each addend is at most (n/4)(1 +a) by assumption, so the sum is at most (n 2/4)(1 +a). 
Thus, for some e1. ... , eno the squared distance is at most (n 2 /4)(1 +a), completing the 
Lemma. 
The lower bound for Theorem 1 now follows from Lemmas 4 and 10. 
3. LowER BouND 
A Hadamard matrix H = (h;i) is a square matrix with the properties that all h;i = ±1 
and the column vectors are mutually orthogonal. A normalized Hadamard matrix is 
bordered by + 1, i.e. h 1i = hil = + 1 for all i, j. Let such a matrix have orthogonal columns 
i = dt. d2 , ••• , dn. Then (H +J)/2 is a zero-one matrix with columns i =Ct. c2, ... , en 
where c; = !(i + d;). For any choice of e; = ± 1, 
.i: e;C;I2 =-41l(e1+_i:)i+_i: e;C;I2lt=l t=El 1=2 
1 ;. I~ 12 ~- t... C; (by orthogonality) 
4 i=2 
= n(n -1)/4. 
As all C; E en we have shown the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If a Hadamard matrix of order n exists then 
f(n) ~ n(n -1)/4. 
It is known that the orders of Hadamard matrices are asymptotically dense in the 
sense that for all e > 0 if m is sufficiently large there is a Hadamard matrix of some 
order n, m~n~m(1+e). (The matrices of order 4;12i suffice to give this property.) 
Therefore, 
COROLLARY 12. f(n)~n 2/4(1+o(1)). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
4. THE MAX METRIC 
Let g(k) denote the minimal integer such that given any k finite sets St. ... , Sk there 
exists a partition R, B of their union so that disc(S;) ~ g(k) for all i. 
The function g(k) has been examined by Spencer and Olson [3] and by Beck and 
Fiala [1]. This section is expository-all results have been given in these previous papers. 
We exploit a connection between f(k) and g(k). If 
k 
2: disc(S;)2 ~f{k), 
i=1 
then, for some i, disc(S;) ~ (f(k)/ k) 112 • Therefore, 
g(k) ~ (f(k )/k )112 
and hence 
g(k) ~ (k 112/2)(1 + o(l)). 
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For the lower bound we adjust Lemma 5. For u = (x1, ••• , Xn) let 
luloo = max lxil· 
1~i~k 
LEMMA 13. Let Ui ERn, 1 ,;;;;_ i ,;;;;_ n, ludoo ,;;;;_ 1. Let -1 ,;;;;_at, ••• , an,;;;;_+ 1. 
Then there exist E 1, .•• , En= ±1 so that 
PROOF. Let Ei, aii> b1 be as in Lemma 5. From probability theory 
Prob[IEtaii + · · · + Enaii- b1l >a],;;;; 2e -a 
2 
/ 
2 
n. ( **) 
Setting a= (2n)112 ln(2n), the probability that any coordinate has absolute value >a is 
less then 1/n, so with positive probability all coordinates have absolute value ,;;;a so 
that Et. ... , En= ±1 exist satisfying the Lemma. To summarize: 
k 112/2(1 + o(1)),;;;; g(k),;;;; (2k )112 ln(2k ). 
It is a vexing open question whether or not g(k) is bounded from above by ce12 for 
some suitably large C. 
5. TECHNiCAL LEMMA 
We prove Lemma 9 by a series of approximations. First suppose P 1 = · · · =Pm =P 
and mP EZ. Consider the joint distribution on m variables Et. ... , Em given by setting, 
uniformly, precisely mP of the Ei = + 1 and the remainder of the Ei = -1. A calculation 
gives 
Var(t ei) = 4tP(1- P)-4t(t-1)P(1- P)/(m -1) 
,;;;; m 2 /4(m -1)- m/4, 
the maximum being achieved when P = 1/2 and t = m/2. 
Now suppose the Ps are approximately equal, say Pt. ... , PmE [P, P + 5]. Also, assume 
0·01,;;;P,;;;0·99 and 5,;;;0·01 and mPEZ. Define Xt, ... ,Xm by setting, uniformly, 
precisely mP of the Xi= +1 and the remainder of the Xi= -1. Define Y 1, ... , Ym by 
setting Yi = 0 if Xi = + 1 and conditional on Xi = -1, let Y i = + 2 with probability 5i where 
P+ (1- P)5i =Pi, otherwise Yi = 0. Then set Ei =Xi+ Yi. (The Ys finetune the Xs so that 
Ei has the proper distribution.) Note 5i =(Pi-P)/(1- P),;;;; 1005 which will be small in 
application. Consider any subset of the variables, say, by symmetry, the first t. 
Set X=Xt +· · ·+Xt; Y=Yt +· · ·+Yt 
Var(X + Y),;;;; Var(X) + Var(Y) + Cov(X, Y) 
We know Var(X),;;; m/4+o(m). A large value for X means more Xi= +1 so that more 
Yi must be zero. Hence Cov(X, Y) < 0. 
t 
Var(Y) = L Var(Yi)+ L Cov(Yi, Y1). 
i=l i-j 
If yi = 2 then xi = -1 so that xi is more likely to be+1 and yj is more likely to be zero. 
Thus Cov(Yio Y1) < 0. Each of the Yi has small variance (since there are almost always zero) 
Var(Yi) = 4M1- 5i),;;;; 4005, 
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so that 
Var(t e;) =Var(X+Y),;;mj4+4008m. 
1 
Now let Pt. . .. , Pn be arbitrary. Let K be a large positive integer divisible by 100, to 
be determined later. Split [0·01, 0·99] into intervals of length 1/K. Call P; non-extreme 
if P; E [0·01, 0·99], otherwise extreme. Split the non-extreme P; into disjoint groups of 
K, where all K lie in the same interval. One can do this with at most K 2 leftovers. If 
Pt. ... , PK form a group define variables Et, ..• , eK as in the preceeding paragraph­
independently from all other £;. If P; is a leftover let £; be independent of all other 
variables. If P; is extreme, let £; be independent of all other variables. This defines the 
distribution. The variance of any sum can be broken into the variances of the sums in 
the groups plus the variances of the leftovers plus the variances of the extremes. An 
extreme P; has variance at most 4(0·01)(0·99) < 1/4. The leftovers may have variance 
1 but there are at most K 2 of them. Critically a group of K contributes at most K/4 + 400 
(1/K)K to the variance. Thus the variance of a sum could exceed n/4 by at most 
K 2 (3/4)+400(n/K). 
Let a > 0 be arbitrary. Choose K divisible by 100 so that 400 I K <a. Choose n 0 so 
that 3K2/4+400n/K <na for n ;;;;.n 0 • Then, for O,;;Pt. ... , Pn,;; 1 arbitrary, there is a 
distribution satisfying the conditions of Lemma 9. 
6. a-NORMS 
Let a be a fixed positive real. Let fa (k) denote the minimal real number so that, given 
any k finite sets St. ... , Sk, there exists a partition R, B of their union so that 
k 
L disc(S;)"' ,;;fa(k). 
i=l 
In particular, f(k) = fz(k). Brown and Spencer [2] have examined f 1(k). One can easily 
show that fa(k),;;g(k)"' ,;;kfa(k) and therefore g(k) =limafa(k)11"'. This does not allow 
us, however, to deduce the asymptotic behavior of g(k) from that of fa(k). 
Both bounds use the probabilistic method. 
Let R, B be a particular partition of {1, ... , k}. LetS be a random subset of {1, ... , k}. 
Then, 
Prob[disc(S)< 10-3en]<0·05. 
(The probability is maximal when IR I = k/2. In this case IS n R I has binomial distribution 
B(k/2, 1/2) as does ISnBI so we may approximate ISnRI-ISnBI with a normal curve 
of mean zero and variance k/4 which will very rarely lie between -0·001e12 and 
+0·001en.) Letting St. ... , Sk be k independent random subsets of {1, ... , k} 
Prob[disc(S;) < 10-3 en for at least k/2 is],;; (k; ) (0·05)k12 2
,;;2k(0·05)k12• 
There are 2k partition R, B. Thus, with probability ,;;2k2k(0·05)k12 = o(1), there exists 
a partition such that disc (S;) < 10-3 en for at least k/2 is. Hence, there exist specific 
St. ... , Sk so that for all partitions R, B,.disc(S;) ;;:;.10-3en for at least half the sets S;. 
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In that case, 
kL disc(S;)";;;. (k/2)(10-3e12t = c~e+a/2 ,
i=l 
where c~ = 10-3a/2.
For the other direction, we apply the method of Lemmas 5 and 13. Let e;, a;i> hi be
as in Lemma 5. From(*), 
E[lelali +... +enani- hila]:,;;; Caka12 
for some absolute constant Ca. Set lui a= xr +... +X~ when u=(XI, ... ' Xn). Let
U1, ... , Un E Cn, 1:,;;; ah .•. , an :,;;; + 1. Then 
E[j(e1U1 +' ' '+£nUn)- (a1U1 +' ' · + anUn)la] = L
k 
E[lelali +' ' · + enani- hila]
i=l 
The upper bound follows from this and Lemma 4. 
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